P1 Familiarisation Trip to Eunos Primary School
Reported by Mrs Chor
On 13 April 2017, the K2 pupils went on their yearly familiarisation trip to Eunos Primary School. The school is nestled in the Eunos
Crescent neighbourhood in the eastern part of Singapore. The visit is to assist the K2 children prepare for their Primary One
schooling next year. TLK had also arranged with Eunos Primary School to conduct a P1 Preparatory Talk for the parents of the K2
children. Upon arrival, we were ushered to the waiting area and thereafter we were given a tour at the school’s Science Museum.
The museum showcases various science project works which were done by the upper primary students. The K2 children were
amazed by all the exhibits. The school’s Science teacher was there to facilitate the children too. Shortly after the science tour,
we were led to the school canteen. The K2 children were very excited as they experienced the pleasure and autonomy of buying
food by themselves. The thrill of counting real money was the highlight of the trip. It was indeed an enriching and meaningful
experience for all our K2 children. We are also very pleased that 17 K2 parents turned up to support this event, which was a
milestone to see their children being “grown up”.
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Dear all,
A word from our editor…
This term, I would like to talk about the PreN children in TLK.
The best things come in small packages, so the saying goes. Surely you will agree when you receive the small box containing
the key to the much-coveted BMW or that ring from Tiffany!
Well, much more in value are your children. We in TLK appreciate the privilege of having your children enrolled here. We

*Term Three
Theme: Community Helpers
Learning Centre: Tung Ling Kindergarten Clinic/ Market
* Parents-Teacher Conferencing on 20.5.17 (Article will be published in Term 3 Newsletter)

would like to reiterate the programme for the Pre-Nursery children.
There are two “hands-on & fun” programmes for this level:
1)

The professional team provide fun-filled lessons based on a positive environment, quality programme, purpose-built
child-appropriate equipment, safety as top priority, and that “Every Child Counts”.
To-date, the children enjoy their Gymnastics lessons which are foundational to ECDA’s Motor Skills Development

July:* School Closure (Youth Day) on 3.7.17 (Monday)
* Racial Harmony Day Celebration on 21.7.17 (Friday)
* Neighbourhood Walk to Katong Market Place (TBC)
August:* National Day Celebration on 8.8.17 (Tuesday)
* School Closure (National Day) on 10.8.17
* Class and Graduation Photography on 17.8.17 (Thursday)
* K1 Dental Talk on 18.8.17 (Friday)
* Singapore Police Force Talk on 24.8.17 (Thursday)
* Pre-N Field Trip to interactive learning playground “The City” on 25.8.17 (TBC)
* Teachers’ Day Celebration on 30.8.17 (Wednesday)
* School Closure (Teachers’ Day) on 31.8.17 (Thursday)
* K1 & K2 Vision Screening (TBC)

Gymnastics Programme by GymKidz (Mondays, 1 hour)

Curriculum.
2)

Water Play (Tuesdays, 1 hour)
The children always look forward to this soaking good time. We do not act in half-measures, and children are
encouraged to play with, experiment, and totally immerse in water! (Really!)
The Learning domains; Language and Literacy, Numeracy, Discovery of the World, Social & Emotional Development,
Motor Skills and Aesthetic Expressions, are planned by the teachers for this Water Play time as “Purposeful Play”.
To-date, a great time has been had by all (teachers & children). We are happy to say that the name given to the PreN
class “Little Blessings” allude to their size only.

Without argument, the “Little Blessings” of TLK are really “Great” blessings and we continue to enjoy their days with us!
Indeed, TLK will never give up on the activities that make our little ones smile.

Best regards,

More details will be sent by letter in due course on the above events.

Mrs. Yvonne Quan
Principal

“All hands on deck, and in the water!”

“Go Bananas” Singapore Science Centre
Reported by Ms Pearlyn
On 5th April 2017, the Nursery level children embarked on their
second field trip to the Singapore Science Centre. During the bus
ride, the children shared their excitement with one another about
what they wanted to see and do at the Science Centre. Upon arrival,
the children proceeded in two groups. Each group participated in a
program organized by KidsStop! – Go Bananas! They learned how to
move their bodies like fruits and explored the texture and taste of
different fruits. They were also taught how to identify the
characteristics between trees and vines, and the fruits that grow
on them. The importance of eating a variety of fruit was also
incorporated during the rainbow fruit sorting game. Towards the
end, they were also given an opportunity to make music by tapping
on the fruits! Interesting! After the program, we were given free
time to explore all the various exploration zones and learning spaces.
The children thoroughly enjoyed themselves as we could excavate
fossils, study the human anatomy, and they even got to test their architectural skills by building huge
structures using foam blocks. It was a great learning experience for both the children and the teachers!

Field Trip to the National Museum
Reported by Miss Gillian
On the 13th and 20th of April, the K1 and K2 children visited the
National Museum of Singapore respectively. They were greeted
by the lively facilitators upon arrival and were given lanyards to
mark the start of their journey as little explorers. They were
brought to the Goh Seng Choo Gallery to explore the exhibition
titled “Desire and Danger”, where they learnt about different
creatures and exotic plants and how they benefit or pose a danger
to us.
They were actively engaged in various activities such as following
clues to find things in the gallery, fixing puzzles, observing the
different plants, digging for pictures in a tub of shredded paper,

“Look, Ma! No hands!

Aren’t we well balanced?”

and documenting what they have learnt on the cards. Through
these activities, the children displayed cooperative skills,
teamwork and attentiveness. Their sense of wonder and curiosity
were ignited and they demonstrated the true spirit of an explorer!

